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Diagonal Overprint on 2c Hamilton

George W. Stilwell
377 Rolling Rock Road
Mountainside, N. J. 07092

By Gilbert N. Plass

For the past six years Richard H. Salz
has done an outstanding job as president
of the Canal Zone Study Group. Like our
editor and all of the other officers, the many
hours spent are donated as a 'labor of love'
for our favorite philatelic country. These
six years have shown an increase in membership from about 300 to 600 with more
joining every month.
Dick, ably assisted by his wife, Maggie,
has run the 2nd, 4th, and 6th mail auction
sale. Hundreds of hours of time go into
setting up lots, typing the catalog and sending out over 900 copies, posting the bids,
mailing out the lots, plus many other details that go along with the -sales. All of
the commission, after expenses, from these
sales are ear-marked for the publication of
our handbook. Gilbert Plass, Geoffrey Brewster, and Dick Salz have spent literally
thousands of hours going over the manuscripts and getting the photographs ready
for the printer. When it is published it will
be the 'bible' for all Canal Zone enthusiasts.
There are several projects I would like to
see started. Most of these will need the
help from the majority of our membership
to be coordinated by one or two devoted
volunteers. One would be a study on early
postage dues, before apd including, the
Bliss provisionals; another, on paquobot and
(Continued on page 6)

MEETING

NOTICES

SOJEX 78 Sheraton-Seaside Hotel,
Atlantic City, N. J. on Sunday, April
16, 1978 at 1:00 P.M. Details from
AI Bew.
WESTPEX '78 Jack Tar Hotel,
San Francisco, Ca. on Saturday, April
29, 1978 at 1:00 P.M. Details from
ley, Ca. 94701.
,- Tom Brougham, P.O. Box 443, Berke-

The overprint errors on Canal Zone stamps have been created in many different ways.
Some of the most interesting were created when a pane received a diagonal overprint.
There was one pane of 100 stamps of the 2¢ Hamilton Bank Note issue, Scott No. 23,
that received both a normal overprint and a second overprint at a diagonal angle. Four
different errors recognized by the Scott catalogue, Nos. 23d, 23e, 23h, 23i, come from
this one pane, see Figs. 1, 2, and 3.
I have been keeping for some years a
photographic record of all copies of this
stamp publicly sold or known to me in
private collections. -It occurred to me that
I had enough information to accurately reconstruct the original pane of 100 and to
determine how many copies originally were
printed of each of these errors.
I made _a tran~parenLsheet ~i!h- the PQ.sition of -the CANAL ZONE overprint accurately indicated for each of the 100
stamps in a pane. This could then be
moved over a pane with the normal overprint to simulate the addition of the second
error overprint.
There were several key pieces in the
record that were crucial to this undertaking
including all stamps with any margins attached. These included a block of four from
Pos. 84, 85, 94, 95 as indicated by a partial
Fig. 1. Scott No. 23d and 23h.
imprint on the margin; a vertical pair with
margin from Pos. 83 and 93; a horizontal
pair one with double overprint and one from _Pos. 59, 60, 69, 70. The three exnormal (which turned out to be from Pos. amples of CANAL double were also impor98 and 99 respectively) with bottom mar- tant parts of the puzzle that had to be
gin. Other important pieces were a block explained.
of four with double overprint on the two
It was possible to move the transparent
left stamps and normal overprint on the overlay around in an attempt to match the
two right stamps which turned out to be known examples of this error. It soon became apparent that there was only one
precisely determined position of the double
overprint on the pane that would match
MAIL AUCTION NO.7
all the recorded copies. The pairs and blocks
The seventh CZSG mail auction
with
double overprint on the left and norwill be held OCTOBER 10, 1978.
mal overprint on the right required that a
Members may submit lots between
considerable portion of the tenth vertical
June 1 and July 15, 1978. Send your
column must have escaped receiving the
material via registered mail to G. W.
second overprint. Similarly a portion of the
Stilwell, 377 Rolling Rock Rd., Mountenth
horizontal row must have escaped the
tainside, N. J. 07092. This is an unsecond overprint as evidenced by the vertireserved mail auction sale. Certificates
cal pairs with double overprint on the topare necessary on all Scott Nos. 1, 2,
stamp and normal overprint on the bottom.
3, and 15.
(Continued on page 5)
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Auctions
The fall season saw the sale of the largest
amount of Canal Zone material in some
time. This included a number of great rarities. The 2¢ Hamilton Bank Note with inverted center, used, Scott No. 23g was sold
by Schiff at $1900. The stamp had some
defects, as do almost all known copies. A
complete booklet with 4 panes of 6 of the
2¢, Scott No. 32c, but with the printed
legend on the booklet cover reading "Onecent" stamps (stated that only 5 booklets
are known) was sold by Damon for $2100.
This same booklet was sold in the Conger
sale during February 1969 for $130. That
is an appreciation equivalent to 38% a year
at comJ;lound interest!
Zeppelin covers from the Canal Zone have
sold at high prices for several years. Covers
x'nailed on May 1, 1930 from the Canal
Zone went by air mail to New York, by
steamer to .Germany, and then by Zeppelin
to Lakehurst. Only 15 covers and 3 cards
were sent. Greg Manning sold a cover for
$1550 and a card for $1650. Covers were
also mailed in the Canal Zone on May 22,
1930 which went by air mail to Lakehurst
and then by Zeppelin to Germany .. Only
20 covers and 25 cards were sent on this
:flight. Greg Manning sold a card for $950
and a cover for $1200.

Stamps Information Associates sold the
Canal Zone collection of Ferdinand Grebian
that contained many rarities. Unfortunately
it had been kept for many years in Panama
and many of the stamps had tropical staining as well as being stuck to the album
pages. Also a number of the rarities were
determined
to have forged overprints.
Among the rarities was a block of 6 of No.
1 which contained two pairs of No. If. It
sold for $1500 ($1800) (catalogue value
in parenthesis) in spite of the fact that it
had paper adhering. A pair of No. 15 and
15a, PANAMA reading down and up, with
the perforations cutting. the design sold for
$1250 ($1900). Only eight copies exist of
No. 15a. A booklet with 4 panes, paper adhering of No. 32c, 2¢ Type I, sold for $1300
($1200). A sheet of 100 containing one of
only two known unused copies of No. 76a,
12¢ ZONE inverted, with gum faults sold
for $1800 ($2605). All three errors of the
20¢ sharp A.overprint are great rarities and
they were all in this sale. No. 92a, CANAL
inverted, in block of 70, nQ gum and stains,
sold for $1200 ($2085). No. 92b; ZONE
inverted, in block of 60, no gum and stains,
sold for $1200 ($2080). No. 92c, ZONE
CANAL (interchanged slugs), in block of
40, no gum and stains, sold for $1l00
($2094).
Weare trying a tabulation of the remaining auction results in the hopes that it
will be easier to find. a particular number.
The first number in parenthesis indicates
the auctioneer with the key at the end of
the list. The second number is the Scott
catalogue number followed by a description
where necessary. The price realized is followed by the catalogue price (in parenthesis) as listed in the auction catalogue. All
items are unused and without serious defects unless mentioned otherwise. All prices
have been rounded to the nearest dollar.

(1) 1
(1) 2 no gum
(1) 3

$210

(2) 3 used
(2) 3 colon on cover
(3) 4-7
0
(2)
6 plate bi. of 6, f.,
trop. gum, reinforced
(2) 11a- used
(1) 15 disturbed gum

(1) 18 - 20
(2)

(4)
(2)
(2)
(5)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(4)

22e
22g

26

95
170

(100)
(150)

150

(125)

575

90

(94)

420
38
900

(350)
(35)
(800)

72

(55)

105
800

(100)

11

(750)

(8)

26 imperf bottom margin 250

39c
39d

42-45; 49-51

260
40

( 175)
(40)

42

(49)

46

210 (135)

47- no gum
47 on AAMC2 first
Hight cover

675

(2) 53
(2) 54
( 6)

($175)

57 disturbed og
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(800)

250
34

(35)

63

(55)

80

(90)

(2)
(2)
(5)
(2)

58
59
60b
62a

(2)
(6)
(5)

67

360

(350)

70-81 small defects
7le

135

(162)

(7)

7:3a

(8)

79, 85, 91, 96

(2)

80 9*mm spacing, only
5000 issued
16

145

80
525

18

50
47
28

(I50)
(75)

(350)

( 15)
(35)
(35)
( 12)

(12)

(8) 81

120 (100)

(6)

84-95 small defects

135

(5)

84d

(2)
(7)
(5)
(5)
( 2)
(5)
(9)

91 CANAL shifted
99 bi. of 4
101a
106a
115c, 2 panes in booklet
117b
120-135

(2)

C2

(9)
(2)
(10)
(7 )
( 11)

C15-20
C21-31
C25a
C36-41 bi. of 4
Bliss provo on No. 22
and 24, plus Grenada No. 69 on cover
Bliss provo on No. 26 on
cover from Antigua
Jl (4) + J2 (3) on
cover
J2 on cover
J13 superb
J14 vf-superb
J15-17
01,2,4-7,9
08 used
OX2
OX6c (incorrectly
listed as OX5h)
U2b used
U2b unused
UX5 cut square, used

(11)
(4)
(4 )
( 12)
( 12)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
( 11)
(4)
(4 )
( 6)

80
120
24
73
12
135
50
42
48

23
23
220
22

( 168)
(55)
(19)

(50)
(3)
(120)

(40)
(47)
(45)

(31)
(21)
(325)

(25)

180
230
140(100)

80
170

(35)
(20)

270
53

(90)
(46)

20

(16)

300

(350)

32

(25)

73
250
250

(50)
(150)
(175)

80

( 1) Kelleher; (2) Canal Zone Study Group;
(3) Harmer, Rooke; (4) Stamp Information
Associates; (5) Damon; (6) Wolffers; (7)
Kenedi; (8) Stolow; (9) Apfelbaum; (10 )
H. R. Harmer; (11) Schiff; (12) Simmy's.

1978 Scott Specialized
The new Scott Specialized Catalogue of
United States Stamps appeared as usual in
December. This catalogue has the most
complete and accurate listing of Canal Zone
stamps of any of the yearly catalogues together with prices for almost all items.
These prices are an accurate reflection of
the market on the whole with the proviso
that a yearly catalogue can' only reflect the
prices at the time of editing, about a half
year before it is placed on sale.
A very large number of Canal Zone prices
are changed in this year's catalogue, yet
this is conservative pricing. Most of the
more desirable Canal Zone stamps actually
sell in the range of 20%under catalogue up

to several times catalogue depending on the
rarity and condition 09 the item. As regards
condition, the collector must remember that
the stamps before 1924 usually have disturbed gum due to the tropical conditions,
and that many numbers such as Nos. 15,
18, 19, and 20 probably do not exist with
original gum in an undisturbed state. Many
errors simply do not exist in well centered
condition as they often come from a single
sheet which was off-center. The Bureau
stamps of 1924-1931 are notoriously poorly centered and well centered copies of the
major numbers are often very difficult to
find and well centered copies of a given
error may not exist even when more than
one error sheet is known. Thus the collector
must relax condition standards on many of
the early Canal Zone stamps.
The price changes are so numerous that
we can only give a selected few here. The
1978 price is given first followed by the
price from the 1977 Specialized catalogue.
No.1, $185 ($160); lOb, $550 ($450);
14d, $600 ($500); 15, $850 ($725); 17b,
$5 ($4 ); 22b, $400 ( $300 ); 24d, $600
($500); 37, $20 ($16.50); 39f, $1250 ($1000); 47, $850 ($700); 53 $50 ($32.50);
57, $110 ($80); 58, $150 ($135); 66, $60
( $50 ); 67, $400 ($300); A34, 7 values prepared for use, but not issued, $455 ($420).
No. 7lc, $400 ($300); 81, $100 ($90);
86d, $900 ( $750); 92a, $2500 ( $2000)
(same prices for 92b and 92c); 97, $12
($10); 102a, $6.50 ($550); 117b $40 ($30);
"11.1. $0.45. ($0.35); -C~$4.$~'-$2.75);-C31, $5.50 ($3.25); C07, $9.00 ($7.50);
J3, $150 ($135); J18a, $350 ($250); 07,
$9.50 ($7.00); OX2, $30 ($25); U2c, $375
($225); U14, $200 ($175); UC2, $75
($45); UF1, $600 ( $500); UX5, $600
$400): UX6, $400 ($300). Most die proofs
are flused $50 each.
A complete unused collection of the major
numbers of Canal Zone regular, air post,
postage due, and official (used prices taken
where unused are not priced) stamps catalogues $6873 in the 1978 catalogue compared to $5948 last year. All listed errors
and varieties of these same stamps catalogue $119,334 compared to $104,810 last
year.
The major numbers of Canal Zone envelopes catalogue $1827 this year compared
to $1456 last, while the corresponding figures for postal cards are $1281 compared
to $933. The envelope errors catalogue
$2431 compared to $1901 last year, while
the postal card errors are $6375 compared
to $5425.
It is interesting to compare these figures
with the 1970 catalogue prices. In the same
order as above, they were $2058 (16%)
(regular, etc.), $39,603 (15%) (errors of
same), $544 (16%) (envelopes); $242 (23%)
(postal cards); $466 (23%) (envelope errors); $795 (30%) (postal card errors). The
percentage in parenthesis corresponds to
the. compound interest rate that would pro-

duce the sanle increase in value over the
eight year period. It is obvious that Canal
Zone stamps have been a much better investment over the last decade than stocks
or having money in a bank account! Of
course this does not necessarily predict their
future relative performance.
Scott should be congratulated on their
excellent and accurate listing of Canal Zone
stamps together with as accurate prices as
possible in this difficult field. They have
cooperated with members of the CZSG for
many years in improving their listings. Your
Editor only noticed one error, the price for
a block of four of No. 17b. A new listing
is No. 20d, "8 cts." double, which is written
up in Vol. 13, p. 9 (1977). It is priced at
$500, although no actual sales of this error
have been reported.

CZ Stamps Used in US
Last spring your Editor wrote to Washington and asked for an official ruling on
whether Canal Zone stamps could legally
be used for postage in the United States.
In the first part of the century the stamps
of the Philippines, Puerto Rico, and Guam
could officially be used in the United States,
so it seemed reasonable that Canal Zone
stamps could also be used in this manner.
The following answer was received to my
letter in November 1977. about nine months
after the inquiry!
This is in reply to your recent letter con.ceming~CanaL~Z0n~postage- stamps. Youspecifically asked whether Canal Zone postage stamps are valid for postage in the
United States.
Title 39 USC section 403(a) states in
part
"Except as provided in the Canal Zone
Code, the Postal Service shall receive,
transmit, and deliver throughout the
United States, its territories and possessions, and, pursuant to arrangements entered into under sections 406 and 411 of
this title, throughout the world, written
and printed matter, parcels, and like materials and provide such other services
incidental thereto as it finds appropriate
to its functions and in the public interest.
The Postal Service shall serve as nearly
as practicable the entire population of
the United States."
The exception included in 403(a) recognizes that the Canal Zone Postal Service has
authority to issue postage stamps for use
in the Canal Zone and to provide postal
service in the Canal Zone. The special Canal Zone stamps are not good for postage
in the United States.
The U.S. Postal Service does not accept
stamps issued by other postal administrations because we do not receive any revenue
from the stamps sold by other administrations. While the postal service of the Canal
Zone observes certain U.S. Postal Service
laws' and regulations, the postal organiza-
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tion for the Canal Zone is not a part of the
United States Postal Service. Mail service
in the Canal Zone is provided by the Panama Canal Company which is an independently incorporated agency of the United
States. The Canal Zone Code, Title 2, Chapter 73 (POSTAL SERVICE) section 1143
states that "revenues from operation of the
Canal Zone postal service shall be paid into
miscellaneous receipts of the United States
Treasury." These receipts are not transferred from the U.S. Treasury to the U.S.
Postal Service.
You mentioned that many post offices in
the United States accept Canal Zone stamps.
We will publish instructions to assure that
all employees of the U.S. Postal Service
are aware that postage stamps of the Panama Canal Zone are not valid for postage
payment when used on mailings deposited
outside of the area serviced by the postal
organization of the Panama Canal Company.
Sincerely,
THEODORE 'vV. TROY

Acting Director
Office of Mail Classification
Thus the official ruling now is that we
can not use Canal Zone stamps on mail
posted in the United States. In spite of
this ruling your Editor continues to receive
several letters a week from members posted
only with Canal Zone stamps and mailed
from United States post offices. There has
never been a postage due charge on any
of these lettersl

Paquebot Markings
Illustrations of all known Canal Zone
paquebot markings are in the Nov.-Dec.
1977 issue of the "Maritime Postmark Society". Address inquiries to Gustav J. Lund,
1029 Martin Rd., Houston, Tx. 77018.

APO Numbers
Bob Stevens reports that APO numbers
are assigned to Military post offices in the
Canal Zone. These are sometimes mistaken
for zip codes, but are not the same at all.
An address to a military post office ends,
for example, "APO 09834, N. Y." Someone
on active duty in the military must use the
APO number to send SAM or PAL parcels
to or from the United States or to or from
overseas military posts. All JIlilitary personnel must use them with their unit designation to order from PX special catalogs.
Na one else can use an APO number except
the company that receives the order. The
current list as provided by Lew Hilzinger is:
APO 09825 (Albrook AFB ); 09826 (Quarry
Heights); 09827 (Ft. Clayton); 09829 (Ft.
Davis); 09832 (Howard AFB ); 09020
(Howard AFB or Ft. Kobbe); 09834 (Ft.
Amador); 09837 (Ft. Gulick); 09580 (Fleet
P. O. Cristobal); 09585 (Fleet P. O. Rodman Navy Base). There are no APO cancellations currently. available.

Fig. 7. Scott No. 3ge. Inverted center and overPrint.

Fig. 3. Scott No. 18. Misplaced entry, lower right stamp.

Canal Zone Errors
By Gilbert N. Plass
For some years we have been writing
about the various Canal Zone errors and
showing photos of these when available. We
are continuing this series and showing
photographs of errors and varieties not previously shown in our journal.
The variety ON of ZONE dropped below
line, czse No. 9.2 and 10.2, occurred on
only a few panes of the printing of Stage I
in Pos. 87. This is a very scarce variety and
we have still been able to record only about
a half dozen copies of each of these errors.
Previously we did not have a good illustration of this, but are now able to show a
better one this time of the 1¢ value, Fig. 1.

that does not seem to have been previously
reported, is a misplaced entry on the plate
for the basic stamp of Columbia. The stamp
in Pos. 59 is entered both too far to the
left and too low, Fig. 3. This same variety
presumably should exist on the other Canal
Zone stamps, Scott No. 14, 15, 19, 20,
since it is printed on this basic stamp, but
we have not found it as yet.
The overprint on one pane of the 1¢
Type II, Scott No. 38, was applied one
row too low. This resulted in the error,
Sco·:t No. 38a, vertical pair, upper stamp
without overprint from the top horizontal
row of the pane. The overprint appears on
the margin of the bottom row from this
same pane, czse No. 38.1, Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. This is the only recorded copy of
this error. The Scott catalogue lists this
both unused and used, but we can not find
any record of an unused copy.
One of the relatively plentiful Canal Zone
errors is Scott No. 39d, inverted overprint
reading down, Fig. 6. We have not previously shown this error. From the number
of copies in existence there must have been
at least three or four panes with this error,

Fig. 6. Scott No. 39d.
Fig.!.

CZSG No. 9.2. Dropped "ON".

The variety bar (work-up) before right
PANAMA, czse No. 17.2, occurs only on
some sheets, in Pos. 29 and 79. This is one
of a number of interesting work-ups that
occur on Canal Zone stamps when the material used by the printers to fill in the
spaces rises too high and collects ink and
thus prints. This variety is shown in Fig. 2.
An interesting variety on Scott No. 18

Fig. 2. CZSG No. 1'1.2. Work-up.

Fig. 4. CZSG No. 38.1.
A major error is Scott No. 39b, CANAL
only, on the 2¢ of Type II. Through the
courtesy of EImer Brink we are able to
illustrate this error which exists on a piece
postmarked Oct. 24 (year not readable),

Fig. 5. Scott No. 39b. CANAL only.
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It is always interesting to find errors on
cover, especially if the covers appear to be
non-philatelic. One such cover is shown in
Fig. 7. The envelope was franked with a
copy of Scott No. 3ge, 2¢ Type II with inverted center and inverted overprint reading down.

Miscut Booklet Panes
Miller Hurt reports obtaining two miscut
booklet panes of the current 13¢ booklet,
Scott No. 163a. One pane has both the horizontal and vertical perforations displaced
about 5 mm into the design. This pane has
the long bar in the margin at left and has
been miscut so that about 5 mm of the
stamps belonging to the next pane appear
at the top. The second pane of four shows
parts of two additional stamps at the top
above the normal four stamps of the pane.
About % of the first extra stamp is attached
and about 1,3 of the second extra stamp
shows. This was undoubtedly caused by a
paper fold before the booklets were cut •

Diagonal Overprint(Continued from page 1)

Because of the diagonal angle of the second
overprint it could also be proven that this
second overprint could not have been shifted one row in any direction from the determined position. If this were done, the
diagonal overprint did not have the correct
position on many of the known positions.
The position of the second overprint determined in this manner shows that 11 positions on the pane received only the normal
overprint (Pos. 60, 70, 80, 90, 91, 92, 93,
94, 95, 99, 100), while three positions received a double CANAL overprint, Scott
No. 23i (Pos. 40, 50, 89). The three copies
of the double CANAL error are all in my
records. Single copieS exist from Pos. 40
and 50. Important confirmation of this is in
my photographic record in that irregularities in the perforations match exactly where
they should on these two copies. The CANAL double error from Pos. 89 exis.tsin a
pair with normal, Fig. 2. The remaining

---

:~~.,.,;~..."..,

~..--::...-~

Fig:-2 .. Scott No. 23i.

normal overprint, were printed in Pos. 81- With the stamp was an interesting memo
91 (not recorded); 82-92 (not recorded);
written in November 1934 and signed by
83-93 (recorded); 84-94 and 85-95 (re- 1. C. Perry and E. F. Ohlson giving more
corded in block of four with partial imprint).
information about this particular inverted
Five horiZontal pairs, one with double and center. We quote this memo:
one with normal overprint, were printed, of
"One day in March 1908 while opening
which at least three still exist.
the morning mail, the chief clerk of the
The error double overprint one reading Sanitary Department threw into the wasteZONE CANAL, Scott No. 23h, was printed paper basket an envelope franked with a
on 11 positions of the pane (Pos. 23, 24, one cent stamp.
25, 33, 34, 35, 39, 71, 72, 73, 74). Five of
"At the next desk sat Mr. E. F. Ohlson,
these stamps have been recorded, including of Ancon, Canal Zone, who recovered the
the two top stamps shown in Fig. 1. There envelope and casually tore out the portion
must be no trace of a split overprint to be carrying the stamp. As he started to put it
the true ZONE CANAL error and in some away, he glanced at the stamp again, nocases it is very close as to whether this ticed its unusual appearance, looked more
condition is satisfied, so it is possible that closely to discover that here indeed was the
the above might have to be slightly revised, unusual ~ a stamp with the center independing on the centering of the stamps, verted.
if the actual stamps were studied. However,
"Realizing that immediate action was necthis would probably make very little differ- essary if any additional specimens were to
ence in the above totals.
be found, Mr. Ohlson showed his 'find' to
The remaining 65 stamps in the pane re- that veteran philatelist, Dr. J. C. Perry,
ceived a double overprint. As nearly as then Chief Quarantine Officer, who was in
could be determined 28 of these would a nearby office.
have the second overprint a true CANAL
"Dr. Perry at once telephoned to Dr.
ZONE. The remaining 47 stamps would C. C. Pierce, Quarantine Officer, Cristobal,
have the second overprint split, so that one asking him to ascertain whether any of the
stamp would show part of several separate stamps were left and, if so, to send him
CANAL ZONE overprints, as on the bottom the remainders. The mail clerk stated he
two stamps of Fig. 1.
had used nearly all of the stamps on circuAlmost all copies of this error have tropi- lars sent prinCipally to foremen on the Pancal gum and many have tropical staining ama RR relocation work; that there were
in addition. Other defects often found in- but twenty-two remaining. Dr. Pierce sent
elude irregular perforations and rnst marks the 22 errors to Dr. Perry.
M0IIL...pa~~c.!ipsL...Fig...3. gn_e~can~n<?1£.~..- "!t--was~unlikelyc;c-thakonstructiQn ..-men _
..too particular about condition for this error, working in the jungle would notice the
as with many of the earlier Canal Zone stamp but possible recipients were canstamps.
vassed without success. Few used copies
Our Canal Zone check list states that four were discovered. Dr. Perry finally located
copies are known with CANAL double. In one-for his collection. Otto Haack, a jewelmaking this study it was realiZed that one er in Panama City, has one on original
of these errors had been counted twice. A cover, I understand. George R. Goethals,
block of four containing this error was sold son of the then Chairman and Chief Engiby Mozian in 1954, but it has since been neer, secured an envelope addressed to the
separated into the pair shown in Fig. 2, Culebra office, franked with four copies.
plus a pair with one stamp having double Mr. Ohlson has a fine used copy also. My
and the other a normal overprint (Pos. 79- specimen was one of a lot purchased from
80). Thus there were only three CANAL Mr. J. W. Coffin, Cristobal Port Captain's
double errors in this pane.
Office, who in turn had the stamp from GerThis is probably the only case of one pane aId Bliss, formerly postmaster at Cristobal.
of stamps providing four different major
"I have been unable to make a 'census'
errors catalogued by Scott. For this reason of this interesting stamp, but Dr. Perry is
it is fascinating to study these stamps and of the opinion that but six or seven used
now to be able to plate many of the stamps copies exist.
in the pane.
"Mter sending the preceding account to
Dr. Perry to check and to affix his autograph, my interest in No. 22g (Editor's
l¢ Inverted Center
Inverted centers are among the most note: current catalogue number inserted
striking and appealing errors. Four examples here and later in this note) prompted me
of inverted centers are known on Canal to ask Colonel George R. Goethals, VineZone stamps: 1¢ and 2¢ Hamilton Bank yard Haven, Massachusetts, for details of
Jili; specimens of this error. He confirmed
Note issue of 1906-1907; 1¢ Type I of 1909;
the report of possession of four copies and 2¢ Type II of 1912. In somewhat the
one pair mint, the other used, giving the
same category is the famous "wrong head",
following particulars:
5¢ Type II of 1912 with the Cordoba head
"'In June of 1909 I was working in the
of the 2¢.
Chief
Engineer's office in Culebra. One
Recently a copy of No. 22g was sold at'
auction by Stamp Information Associates.
(Continued on page 7)

-~.

stamps in the pane with only the· normal
overprint can exist in pair with normal,
...ScottNo. 23e,asJollows.: (horizontal pairs.)
Pos. 59-60 and 69-70 (these exist as a block
of four, Fig. 3); Pos. 79-80 (recorded); Pos98-99 (recorded). The normal stamp from
Pos. 100 was not kept attached to error
stamps from the pane. Thus four horizontal

Fig. 3. Scott No. 23e.
pairs, one with double and one with normal overprint, were printed and all exist.
Vertical pairs, one with double and one with
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President's Report(Continued from page 1)
ship cancels. R.MS. and R.P.O. markings
for the trains that ran between Balboa and
Cristobal would make a very interesting
series. Censor markings of WW I and WW
II along with APO and FPO's should also
be very intriguing.
Lee Hagerthey has over 400 different
cancels and markings from towns, trains,
ships, etc. He needs a Xerox copy of some
of the rare markings such as Frijoles, Toro
Point, MiraHores, Monte Lirio, etc. He
could also use assistance in incorporating
these into a feature article. Dick Witter has
been working this past year to complete a
list of all plate numbers and positions on
all U.S. overprints and Canal Zone definitives. For two years Tom Brougham has
worked on registry markings and his fine
article is now running in the CZP. Gary
Weiss and Richard Bates have started their
project on first day covers from all known
post offices. Many of the early stamps will
be recorded as earliest known usage. I hope
all will forward any further information as
per their request, see page 30 of the 4th
quarter '77 CZP.
I have other projects in mind and will
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bring them to light in future issues. At this
time volunteers are needed to coordinate
the various endeavors. Let me hear from
anyone who would like to participate on
any of the above mentioned, or inform me
of your own favorite one.

Election Committee Report
The Canal Zone Study Group Election
Committee is pleased to report the results
of the 1977 Election. Of the 595 ballots
mailed in mid-November, 373 returns were
received by December 17, 1977. This represents a 62.7% membership response, the
highest member participation recorded by
the present Election Committee Chairman.,
who has conducted the past three elections.
The full slate of nominated officers has
been accepted by the membership. The results of the voting are as follows:
PRESIDENT:
George Stilwell
Write-ins
No Vote

360 votes (96.5%)
3 votes
10

VICE PRESIDENT:
Richard Salz
359 votes (96.2%)
Write-ins .....................• 3 votes
No Vote ............•......•.. 11

SECRETARY:
AHred Bew
No Vote

384 votes (97.6%)
9

TREASURER:
William Kuttner
359 votes (96.2%)
No Vote ......•..••.......•..• 14
DIRECTORS:
,Gary Weiss ...........•.... 350
Irwin Gibbs
351
Lee Cornell
350
Write-ins ......•..............• 5
No Vote .....•..........._... 63

votes (93.8%)
votes (94.1%)
votes (93.8%)
votes

The proposed Amendment to ilie By-laws
was rejected by ilie membership. The results of the voting on the amendment are
tabulated below:
AMENDMENT:
YES
74 (19.8%)
NO
288 (77.2%)
No Vote .....................• 11
The "Straw Poll", which solicited membership opinion on a proposal to expand the
area of specialization of ilie CZSG to oilier
U.S. Possessions and Administrative Areas,
generated much interest among our members. The voting on the Straw Poll is summarized as follows:
STRAW POLL:
YES
NO
UNDECIDED

151 votes (40.4%)
216 votes (57.9%)
1

_ ABSTAIN -....•..••....•..•.•..

No Vote ..................•...

-2·
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Although the majority of ilie voters were
opposed to expansion, it is apparent that
many of our members' collecting interests
extend to oilier areas. Copies of members'
comments (both pro and con) on ilie Straw
Poll have been forwarded to President Stilwell and Editor Plass for their consideration.
In closing, the Election Committee wishes
to extend our best wishes to ilie elected
officers, and our gratitude to the membership, whose response reflects ilieir interest
in the CZSG.
Respectfully submitted.

/s/

GEORGE R. CAMPBELL

Chairman, Election Committee

A Review
By David Farnsworth
The Canal: Aspects of United States
Panamanian Relations by Sheldon B. Liss
(University of Notre Dame Press, Notre
Dame, 1967) (ISBN 0-268-00333-5), 310
pages paperbound, $2.25.
. Once again we are looking at a book
which is not about stamps. Many of our
members, however, are interested in boili
postal history and general history, which is
unique because of ilie existence of the Panama Canal and the Canal Zone.

The first 66 pages give an historical the mails, all company business was left
sketch of the diplomatic, and not-so-wplo- off at different stations with the station
matic, relations between the United States agents for delivery to the various foremen
and Panama up to 1960. The subsequent
on call. So it was with me when I was
four chapters cover ~ommunism on the working for the railroad earlier than the
Isthmus, Castro's influence on Panama, the incident described, out of old Bohio, TabKennedy administration, and the Johnson ernilla and Frijoles.
era to 1967. The final three chapters are
"'On the other hand, it is likely that all
very much like essays on the area's prob- the Land Office letters stayed right on the
lems, possible methods for easing the stress, Isthmus, as they had to do mostly with coland what the future might hold.
lection of rent from lessees of RR property,
There is an appendix of 67 pages contain- mostly Panamanians, and hence would have
ing the texts in English of nine bilateral to use the postoffice. The Land Office was
treaties between the United States, Panama local, and had almost no correspondence
and Columbia. This makes the book a handy with the States.
reference. For the money, it may have the
"'These are the facts so far as I was
most information of any on the market.
concerned, and the best probability as to
The book went to press just before the the fate of the used copies of that particuTorrijos takeover. There are no easy solu- lar sheet.'''
tions to the intricate relationships between
There are several additional paragraphs
Panama and the US. These pivot not only in the note speculating on the differences in
on the canal itself, but also on the use of the dates mentioned above and stating that
the Zone and future canals between the only one sheet was ever found as far as the
oceans. There may be no solutions at all author can learn.
save just continual give and take. Liss looks
I have studied tlle records that I have
at the historical series of events and sees kept for many years on the existing copies
patterns which unite them to increase un- of No. 22g and find that there are two
derstanding. The book is self-contained and used copies on which the date can at
authoritative. Liss is a scholar. He also has least partly be read. One is dated "Oct.",
visited the Isthmus to talk to many people. but no more can be read, at least in the
He can, then, legitimately give Panamanian photo that I have. Another copy is dated
and Zonian points of view. Some may argue, "Mar.
?, 1909". The "1909" seems very
though, that too many of his references are clear, although I suppose there is a possito newspaper articles.
bility it could be "1908". It definitely is not
The last three chapters are evaluative "1910" which means that the dates given
and contain the auilior's opinions. f.li~2<;>si=--by J:;:ol. GoeiliaIs <::.a_n
I!Qt~b~ right as he _
ti-ons are clear ana well llenned-so cthat states the error was discovered in June 1909.
noiliing is being sneaked past the reader. This is not surprising, since the quoted
I highly recommend Liss's book.
note was written twenty-five years after ilie
event. I would be more inclined to believe
1c:Inverted Centerthe March, 1908 date, but would wonder
(Continued from page 5)
if this should not have been March, 1909
afternoon ilie office messenger handed me in view of the copy canceled with that
a letter from ilie daughter of ilie General date. The October date on one used copy
Manager of ilie Panama RR. She was em- suggests iliat someone eiilier kept a copy
ployed in the Land Office of the PRR on and· used it some months later or that a
ilie day the letter was postmarked. The philatelist purposely used a copy in Octoletter was franked with a beautiful, lightly ber. Would ilie owners of used copies of
cancelled pair of the error. In two minutes, this error check their copies and see if they
I had her on the 'phone and asked where can read a date on ilie cancels? If so.
she got the stamps used on her letter to me. please advise your Editor.
She replied they came from ilie stamp supply in the Land Office. I told her to look
Fourth Class Permit
up ilie sheet and buy ilie balance for me,
explaining first what it was all about. In a
In response to an earlier request, Sears,
short tinle she rang back to say that Dr. Roebuck & Company was issued Permit No.
Perry's agent had been just half an hour 1 on March 26, 1938, for ilie mailing of
ahead of me.
catalogs without postage stamps. Catalogs
"'Eventually I traded with Perry a pair were to consist of 24 or more pages of
of the same stamps, Imperforate between, which 22 are advertising and to weigh 16
for an unused pair of 22g. As far as I or more ounces but not more than 10
know, Perry remained ilie sole possessor of pounds. First mailing of catalogs was in
all the remainder (alilio I do not know August 1938 and except for World War
wheilier ilie same error later repeated on years ilie permit has been in continuous use
anoilier sheet).
ever since. Sears, Roebuck ships the cata"'It is unlikely iliat used copies ever logs in containers by ocean freight to the
went to railroad employees. You see, in Postmaster, Cristobal. An address label atthose days, all P.R.R. letters on intercom- tached in Philadelphia to each catalog shows
pany business were franked by the railroad the permit number and the amount of 4th
itself and never stamped. As ilie RR carried class postage prepaid for local delivery in

n
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the Canal Zone. The address label has a
printed rectangle with the following words
inside the ruled lines: "C. Z. POSTAGE /
28 c. PAID / CRISTOBAL, C. Z. / PER-

MIT No. I".

-Hugh

W. Cassibry

1-1/2¢ Martha Washington
Miller Hurt has found a complete pane
of 100 of Scott No. 119, l;H Martha Washington, with plate number 21883, from the
first printing. This plate number is previously unreported on this issue.

No. U2b, Head Only
A new variety of the error Scott No.
U2b, head only, has been reported by Norbert Eich. He has a complete envelope
postmarked at Balboa on May 21, 1920 and
addressed to Major Charles J. Isley, Quarry
Heights, C. Z. The error is on the front side
of the envelope. The amazing aspect of this
envelope is that there is also a complete
impression of the nonnal envelope imprint
on the inside of the envelope, i.e. on the
back of the paper that makes up the front
of the envelope.

Selected "Elusive"
C. Z. Items
No. 40 varO (5f blue & blk) with
Perf. "P" initials, v.f.-s.•, tropical
o.g., n.h., scarce
$ 25
Same, block of 4, v.f.-s., fresh o.g.,
n.h
$150
Same, used, f.-v.f., purple town can.,
very scarce
$ 35
NO. 46° (1¢ grn. & blk.) fresh o.g.,
n.h., cat. $150, f. -vf. $95: v.f.
$115: ex. f. $135: superb
$175
No. 46°, blocks of 4, available in
most grades, pro rata
No. 46a" (1<1 ovpt. down) f.-v.f., trop.
O.g., cat. $150
$135
No. 46b" (lI! C.Z. Doubled) trap.
o.g.• cat. $160, just fine $95: f.
$125; f.-v.f. $135; v.f.•••.............. $150
Same, block of 4, just fine, trop. o.g.,
n.h., scarce
$450
No. 46, used, fine +, lined can.,
cat. $85
$ 75
No. 47° (2<1 ver. & blk.) f.-v.f. cent.,
part o.g., small tear, rare, cat $850.
P.F. Cert
"
$750
No. 47, used, cat. $75, f.-v.£. $65;
v.f..••. (on piece) $85; superb, very
It. can
$100
No. 47, used, horiz. pair, ex. fine, part
town can., beauty
$185
No. 48° (5<1 blue & blk.), fresh o.g.,
n.h., cat $450, f.-v.f. $350; v.f.
$385; ex.f. $450: superb
$580
No. 48", blocks of 4, available in
most grades, pro rata
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED
IN ELUSIVE C.Z.?
Comprehensive

"Canal Zone"

stock available
Satisfaction or Immediate Refund
Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)
MASTER CHARGE accepted on
large orders.

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone (617) 523-2522

APS
CZSG

The Early Registry Service
by Thomas Brougham
(Continued from page 32)

Many cat-egories of registered covers
which the statistics indicate should exist in
large quantities are, in fact, almost nonexistent. Foreign destinations and "official
matter registered free" originally made up
eighty percent of the registered matter. Now
they are seldom seen. Conversely, some
small offices which handled an insignificant
portion of the registry business are nortetheless well represented by covers due to
the activity of the local people.
The period from the establishment of the
Exchange Office until the end of the Taft
Agreement can be broken into two segments. During the first (ending January 24,
1911) the Cristobal Exchange Office added
a handstamp or label, a number, and a
postmark to all registered mail leaving the
Zone. In the second period, the Exchange
simply added a postmark to the reverse of
the covers.
A cover from the first period is often
marvelously complex. At the office of origin
the stamps were cancelled (usually with a
"killer" or with a regular duplex cancel or
both), a special registry postmark with the
name of the office was applied to the face,
and a number was written or printed on
the face. At the Exchange Office a rectangular handstamp or paper label was applied
and a new number was added thereon, and
a Cristobal Exchange Office postmark was
applied. At the offices outside the Canal
Zone additional postmarks and numbers
were added. An average cover from the first
period has nine or ten markings added to
it by postal personnel.
In the later period the office of origin
cancelled the stamps (usually with a killer),
added a handstamped rectangle and a number therein, and placed that office's registry
postmark on the reverse. The Exchange
Office added its registry postmark to the reverse and the offices beyond the Canal Zone
added their marks and numbers. A typical
cover from the second period has six or
seven marks from postal personnel.
At least seventy different registry postmarks, labels and handstamps were used
during the Taft Agreement. Several problems make it necessary to limit my descriptions and illustrations of these. Many of the
postmarks do not photograph well; they
are often in light ink (red, blue or green),
poorly struck, and overlapped by additional
marks. On many the lettering is too small
or too similar to another to duplicate by
tracing. A further complication is that a
group of postmarks obviously issued at one
time may vary considerably, with individual
marks appearing more similar to a later type
than to its "brothers". Consequently the following is only an overview; there are additional postmarks besides those mentioned.
Their omission does not imply that they
are "rare" or "unknown".
(Continued in next issue)
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U. S. - Panama Treaty
The Department of State released the
texts of the two treaties signed by President
Carter and Ceneral Torrijos on Sept. 7,
1977. They are contained in The Department of State Selected Documents No.6,
"Texts of Treaties Relating to the Panama
Canal." In addition, the further US-Panama
Statement of Understanding concerning the
clauses in the treaties about the assurance
that the canal remain open and secure is
contained in "The Panama Canal Treaties,"
a Statement of the Secretary of' State, Dept.
of State, dated Oct. 20, 1977.
The Administration's stance on the. treaties is explained in "Panama Canal: The
New Treaties", Dept. of State Pub. 8924,
Inter-American Series 114, Nov. 1977.
Individuals can probably obtain copies of
these from US Senators and Representatives.
-DAVID

FARNSWORTH

25¢ Air Mail Variety
A variety of the current 25¢ air mail
stamp, Scott No. C52, has been reported
by George Stilwell. It consists of two wavy
lines, 1 to 2 mm apart through the yellowgreen background on three of the stamps.
None of this color is printed between the
lines. Probably some foreign material got
between the plate and the paper during the
printing process.

U.S. Possessions Society
In view of the results of the poll of
CZSG members, it has been decided that
there is a real need for a new philatelic
society in the United States devoted to our
Possessions. A U. S. Possessions Philatelic
Society is being formed. It is devoted to all
aspects of the philately of U. S. Possessions
(including Philippines, Hawaii, Guam, Cuba,
Puerto Rico), during the period that they
were under U. S. rule, i.e. essentially the
stamps treated in the back of the Scott
Specialized Catalogue. The Society will not
include stamps of countries such as ·the
Canal Zone and Ryukyus that currently have
active philatelic societies in the US nor any
stamps from the possessions after the date
when US rule was terminated (modem
Philippines and Cuba will not be included).
A quality printed journal is planned with
the first issue for the third quarter of 1978.
This preliminary announcement is being
made only to CZSG members so that they
may have the opportunity to become charter
members. Membership numbers will be assigned in the order in which membership
applications are received. Dues will be
$7.50 per year payable on July 1st each
year. Dues sent in now will cover membership until July 1, 1979. Until a secretarytreasurer is chosen, send dues to Gilbert
N. Plass, Box 9973, College Station, Texas
77840.

